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Moods and Modes in Yaqui

Fernando Escalante
University of Arizona

O. Introduction

In this paper I will present an analysis of Yaqui moods and
modes. Yaqui is an Uto- Aztecan language with approximately
eighteen thousand speakers, most of whom live in Sonora, Mexico
and Arizona. Yaqui, like all natural languages, has sentence
mood. Yaqui is a verb -final language and has sentence -final
suffixes marking tense /aspect and modality. <1>

Some of the terminology that I employ here is presented in
Bach and Harnish (1979). The Yaqui taxonomy of communicative
illocutionary acts contains Constatives, Directives, Commissives,
and Acknowledgements. These illocutionary acts are carried out
by employing a sentence with a particular mood /modal status. The
terms "mood" and "mode" are frequently employed interchangeably,
or with no clear definition of the difference between the two.
My proposal here is that we may define sentence mood in Yaqui as
a set of elements that define sentence type, that are necessary
for sentencehood, and that are mutually exclusive. In contrast,
sentence modes are optional features of sentences and are not
mutually exclusive. Modes may occur with one another and
necessarily occur with some mood. I wi l l also distinguish
between major and minor sentence moods; the minor moods may be
recognized as esub -v- ties of the major moods. An interesting
result of this analysis is the identification of the semantic and
pragmatic factors that constrain possible mood /mode combinations.
I will now specify the Yaqui moods and modes.

Moods: Every Yaqui sentence has one and only one mood. The
three major moods in Yaqui are Declarative, Interrogative, and
Imperative.

Minor Moods: I identify four minor moods. The minor moods
can be viewed as varieties or sub- classes of the major moods.
The minor moods are Warnings, Prohibitions, Tag Questions, and
Queclaratives. The first two are sub -varieties of the Imperative
mood, and the latter two are sub - varieties of the Interrogative
mood. These minor moods have pragmatic functions that differ
from those of the corresponding major moods.

Modes: Yaqui modes are either epistemic (relating to truth)
or deon is (relating to action or control). The modes cooccur
with the moods and with each other, as I wi l l show. To begin, I

will first describe the structure of each of the major moods.

1. The Yaqui Moods: (I -, ?, !)

1.1 Declarative sentences

The PS -rule for a Yaqui declarative sentence (1 -) is as follows:
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(1) S- -- >NP* Predicate Phrase
VP

Predicate Phrase Pred. N

Pred. Adj

The arrow indicates that declarative sentences have a falling
intonation. Some examples are:

(2) huan ye ?e -ka
John dance -PAST

'John danced'

(3) huan bwik -reo
John sing- AGENTIVE

'John is a singer'

(4) huan si kova sua -k

John very head smart -POSSESSIVE

'John is very smart'

Since Yaqui does not have a copular verb, some Yaqui sentences
do not have verbs, as shown by examples (3) and (4).

1.2 Interrogative sentences

The PS rule for a Yaqui interrogative sentence ( ?) is as
follows for Wh- Questions:

(5) S - --> Wh -word S

Some Examples are:

(6) hakunsa huan ye ?e -ka
where John dance -PAST

'Where did John dance ?'

(7) hakwo huan ye ?e -ka
when John dance -PAST

'When did John dance ?'

(8) haisak huan ye ?e -ka
why John dance -PAST

'Why did John dance ?'

There are more Wh -words but I will not give examples for all of
them here; also, I will not discuss Wh- movement.

The following is the PS -rule for Yes /No Questions:
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(9) 5 - -->

Iji

Ihaisl S--
The word haisa means 'what', but in Yes /No Questions haisa is
simply a question particle. The two ways of forming Yes /No
Questions can cooccur (see Escalante (1983) for more detail).

(10) haisa huan ye ?e -ka --
? John dance -PAST

'Did John dance ?'

(11) huan ye ?e -ka
John dance -PAST

'Did John dance ?'

(12) haisa huan ye ?e -ka
? John dance-PAST

'Did John dance ?'

(haisa)

(rising contour)

(both)

1.3 Imperative sentences

The PS -rule for an imperative sentence (!) is:

(13) S -- -> (NP) V + ?e(m)

Like many languages, Yaqui has an imperative verbal inflection.
There are two forms, - ?e singular and - ?em plural.

(14) Ye ?e - ?e

Dance - IMP -SG

'Dance (sg.)!'

(15) Ye ?e - ?em

Dance - IMP -PL

'Dance (pl.)!'

The PS rule given in (1) showed that Yaqui does not have a

copular verb, and that some sentences in Yaqui do not have verbs.
However, all Imperative sentences in Yaqui have verbs. Compare
the following sentences:

(16) huan bwik -reo
John sing -AGENTIVE

'John is a singer'

(17) huan bwik- reo -tu - ?e
John sing -AG- become -IMP

'John, be a singer!'
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The verbalizing suffix -tu can be added to a noun used in an
imperative sentence, which then can be augmented by the
imperative marker. Furthermore, adjectives also can be
verbalized by the suffix -tu, and then be used in imperatives.

(18) huan tu?i-tu-?e
John good- become -IMP

'John, be good!'

Another verbalizing suffix is -te "make ".

(19) huan ?a tu?-te-?e
John it good- make -IMP {good + make = fix}

'John, fix it!'

2. The Minor Moods

2.1 Warnings

Compare the following three sentences:

(20) ?empo ?emo cukta-k
you self cut -PAST

'You cut yourself.'

(21) ?emo cukta - ?e
self cut- IMP -SG

'Cut yourself!'

(22) ?emo ?e cukta -te
self IMP -SG cut -VERBALIZER

'(Look out!) You'll cut yourself!'

Sentence (20) is a statement in the Declarative mood. Sentence
(21) is an Imperative. Sentence (22) shows the Imperative
particle in second position (rather than in the usual sentence -
final position) with the verbalizer -te on the stem. This
illustrates the minor mood Warning.

2.2 Prohibitions

In negative Imperatives the Imperative particles ?e and ?em
do not occur on the verb. Instead, the particles kate(sg.) and
katem (pl.) appear.
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(23) kate ye ?e
NEG -IMP -SG dance

'Don't dance (sg.)!'

(24) katem ye ?e

NEG- IMP -PL dance

'Don't dance (pl.)!'

Negative Imperatives differ significantly in syntactic structure
from affirmative Imperatives. Negative Imperatives are used to
execute the speech act of Prohibitions.

2.3 Tag Questions

This sub -variety of the Interrogative mood is as follows:

(25) huan ye ?e -ka, heewi
John dance -PAST, yes

'John danced, yes ?'

Here the particle heewi optionally has rising intonation.

2.4 Queclaratives

Sentences of this minor mood, related to questions, have a
distinct syntactic structure. The negative particle kaa appears
in sentence - initial position.

(26) kaa huan ye ?e -ka
NEG John dance -PAST

'Did John not dance ?'

Whereas in a negative Declarative sentence, kaa is placed before
the verb.

(27) huan kaa ye ?e -ka
John NEG dance -PAST

'John did not dance.'

These question types are employed with a particular pragmatic
function, namely, to execute a rhetorical question. They
challenge the hearer to submit proof that the proposition on
which the Quec l arati ve is based is false.
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3. The Yaqui Modes

Next I will describe the modes. These modes occur with both

the major and minor moods, and all express modal notions. I

divide them into two classes: epistemic (having to do with truth)

and deontic (having to do with action or control). I will begin

with the truth modes. Modes, like moods, express propositional

attitudes.

3.1 Truth Modes

a. -tea Reportative

(28) ?aapo ye ?e -tea
X dancing -REP

'They say X is dancing.'

b. -tiuwa Weak Reportive

(29) ?aapo ye ?e tiuwa
X dancing REP -PASS

'X is said to be dancing.'

c. -su Consequential

(30) ?aapo -su ye ?e -ka

X -CONS dance -PAST

'Because (since) X danced'

d. -vena Inferential

(31) ?aapo siim-neme-ta-vena
X leave -FUTURE- OBJ -INF

'Looks like X will leave'

All of these truth modes also occur in the Interrogative mood.

The fol lowing examples illustrate this:

(32) haisa ?aapo ye ?e -tea
? X dancing -REP

'Are they saying that X is dancing ?'

(33) haisa ?aapo ye ?e- tiu -wa
? X dancing- REP -PASS

'Is X said to be dancing ?'
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(34) ?aapo ye ?e -k -su
X dance- PAST -CONS

'What if (suppose) X danced ?'

(35) haisa ?aapo siim- nem -ta -vena
? X leave -FUTURE- OBJ -INF

'Does it look like X will leave ?'

A comparison of (30) with (34) shows that CONS -su occurs in
second position in statements and is sentence final in questions.
In (30), the speaker claims that some event is the consequence of
another; in (34), the speaker asks what the consequences of some
event may be.

Other truth modes that occur with both the (I-) and ( ?) moods
are: <2>

e. -man Qualitative

(36) ?aapo yi? -maki
he dance -QUAL

'It would be good if he danced.'

(37) haisa ?aapo yi ? -ma'i
? he dance -QUAL

'Would it be good if he danced ?'

f. -ean Suitability

(38) ?aapo yi? -ean
he dance -SUIT

'He should be the one to dance' or, as a question,
'Shouldn't he be the one to dance ?'

All the above truth modes do not occur with the Imperative mood
for semantic or logical reasons. The Reportative, Consequential,
Inferential, Qualitative, and Suitability modes represent aspects
of the situation described by the speaker that are not subject to
the control of the hearer; therefore, they do not occur in
Imperative -type constructions. Declarative sentences are used to
assert that some proposition is true, and Yes /No Interrogative
sentences are used to ask whether a proposition is true.
Therefore, we may characterize these moods as "truth" moods,
while the Imperative mood, which is used to issue commands, is an
action or control mood. The truth modes occur with the truth
moods (including the minor moods that are sub -varieties of the
Interrogative, the Tag- Question, and the Queclarative) while the
truth modes do not occur with the action or control moods, the
Imperative and its sub - varieties, Warnings and Prohibitions.
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3.2 Action or Control Modes
First I will discuss the group of action modes that can

occur with all three major moods. In these modes, some action is
related to another action or event. For example:

g. -tia Quotative

(39) ?aapo ?au yi ?i- bae -tia

X himself dance -GONNA -QUOT

'X says he is going to dance'

(40) haisa ?aapo ?au yi ?i -bae -tia

? X himself dance -GONNA -000T

'Does X say he is going to dance ?'

(41) ?emo yi ?i -bae- tia - ?e

yourself gonna- dance -QUOT -IMP

'Say that you will dance!'

In statements and questions, -tia is used to assert or ask what
someone else says. In Imperatives, -tia is used to command or
request the hearer to agree to perform some act.

Other modes where some act is related to another include:

h. -sae Directive

(42) ?empo ?a siim -sae -n
you him leave -DIR. -PAST

'You told him to leave'

(43) haisa ?empo ?a siim -sae -n
? you him leave -DIR. -PAST

'Did you tell him to leave ?'

(44) ?empo ?a siim- sae - ?e
you him leave -DIR. -IMP

'You tell him to leave!'

i. -tua Causative

(45) ?empo ?a siim -tua-k
you him leave -CAUS.-PAST

'You made (let) him leave'

(46) haisa ?empo ?a siim -tua -k
? you him leave- CAUS.-PAST

'Did you make him leave ?'
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(47) ( ?empo) ?a siim- tua -?e
you him leave- CAUSE -IMP

(You) make him leave!'

These action modes can also occur with all the minor moods.
The Quotative, the Directive, and the Causative all may be

used in the Imperative mood because they refer to actions that
are under the hearer's control; therefore, the speaker may
command or request the hearer to speak about, direct, or cause
some event. The same is true of the Indirect Causative:

j. -tebo Indirect Causative

(48) Inepo ?a siim- tua - tebo -k
I him leave- CAUS.- IND.CAUS. -PAST

'I had him leave'

(49) haisa ?empo ?a siim -tua- tebo -k
? you him leave -CAUS. -IND.CAUS. -PAST

'Did you have him leave ?'

(50) ?a siim -tua- tebo - ?e
him leave- CAUSE -IND.CAUS -IMP

'Have him leave!' or
'Have somebody make him leave!'

In contrast, the following action modes can only occur with
declaratives and interrogatives.

k. -?i ?a Desiderative

(51) ?empo ?a siim -?i ?a
you him leave -DES

'You want him to leave'

(52) haisa ?empo ?a siim -?i ?a
? you him leave -DES

'Do you want him to leave ?'

1. -pea Inclination

(53) ?aapo siim -pea
X leave -INCL

'X feels like leaving'
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(54) haisa ?aapo siim -pea
? X leave -INCL

'Does X feel like leaving ?'

These action modes also occur with the Interrogative -type minor
moods, and do not occur with the Imperative -type minor moods.
The Desiderative is used to speak of what X wants Y to do; the
Inclination mode is used to speak of what X himself wants or
feels inclined to do. In both cases, these desires are not under
voluntary control, so these modes cannot be used with the
Imperative type moods.

4. Cooccurrence of Moods and Modes

To recapitulate: A sentence has one and only one of the
major or minor moods; but it need not have a mode. The moods do
not cooccur. In contrast, a mode necessarily occurs with one of
the moods, and furthermore, the modes may cooccur with each
other, as in the following examples:

(55) maria huan -ta hiakim -mu siim -'i'a -tea
Mary John -obj Yaquiland- postpos. go- DES -REP

'They say that Mary wants John to go to Yaqui -land'

(56) ?a siim -pea -u -su
him leave -INCL. -POST POS. -CONS

'What if he feels like leaving ?'

Harnish (1983) has defined sentence mood as "a form with a
function ". The Yaqui modes are also forms with a function; they
make finer distinctions within the moods, as I have shown. The
following table summarizes the distribution of the modes with
respect to the various moods.
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Distribution of Modes with Respect to Mood

Declar.
Moods

Interrogative Type Imperative Type
? Tag Quec. ! Warn. Prohib.

Modes Gloss
Epist.
1.-tea Rep X X X X

2.-tiuwa Weak
Rep X X X X

3.-su Cons X X X X

4.-vena Inf X X X X

5.-ma'ti Qual X X X X

6.-ean Suit X X X X

Deontic
1.-tia Quot X X X X X X X

2.-sae Dir X X X X X X X

3.-tua Caus X X X X X X X

4.-tebo Ind
Caus X X X X X X X

5.-'i'a Des X X X X

6.-pea Inc X X X X

From the table it is evident that all modes occur in
Declarative and Interrogative sentences. The action modes also
occur in Declarative and Interrogative sentences, and some of
these, those which may refer to actions under the hearer's
control, also occur in Imperative -type sentences.

5. Summary

In this analysis of Yaqui, I have used some of the
terminology and concepts presented in Bach and Harnish (1979). I

have shown that Yaqui has the three major moods (r--, , !) that
are uni versa l , or nearly so. <3>

I have also defined the minor moods and the modes in Yaqui,
and distinguished between the Epistemic ( "truth ") and the Deontic
( "action ") modes. I have accounted for the distribution and
cooccurrence of the moods and modes by virtue of the following
principles:

1. All sentences have one and only one mood (Major or
Minor).

2. Sentences may also have one or more modes.

3. All modes occur with the Declarative and Interrogative
type ( ?, Tag, and Queclaratives) moods, the "truth"
moods.
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4. Modes are generally excluded from sentences in the
Imperative type moods (!, Prohibitions, and Warnings),
the "action" moods, except for a small set of the
Deontic or action modes, those which refer to some
action under the hearer's control. This is consistent
with the fact that Imperatives have compliance condi-
tions rather than truth conditions.

I have investigated here only what mood /mode combinations
are disallowed. I have given examples of permitted mode /mode
combinations[(54) and (55) above]. Further work will show what
mode /mode combinations are excluded, and the semantic and
pragmatic factors which underlie these exclusions.
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Footnotes

1. This speech act analysis of Yaqui is based on my own
knowledge, as a native speaker, of the Arizona dialect of Yaqui.
Also, I am grateful to Dr. Eloise Jelinek for her assistance in
writing this paper.

2. Both these modals can often be translated with "should" in
English. However, there are subtle meaning differences between
them that vary with context.

3. Some Native American languages, including the Athabascan
family, seem to lack an Imperative mood.
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